M E D A L L I S T  C O L L E C T I O N

www.mccallumbagpipes.com
GUARANTEE

Your new set of **McCALLUM BAGPIPES** are guaranteed for a period of two years from the date of purchase, provided proof of purchase is available or, alternatively, two years from the date of manufacture stamped on the bass mid joint pin.

In the unlikely event of a manufacturing defect in your new set of **McCALLUM BAGPIPES**, it should be returned to:

**McCALLUM BAGPIPES** (for UK customers)

The original seller (for ALL customers outwith the UK)

Excluded from this guarantee are normal signs of ware and tear or damage caused by inappropriate use.

**IMPORTANT**

For this guarantee to be valid the bagpipe must be within two years of the manufacturing date as stamped on the bass mid joint pin, or alternatively, for bagpipes outside this period but within two years since the date of purchase, proof of purchase is required.

*All pipes supplied with a 2 year, no quibble guarantee.*
**McCallum Pipe Chanters**

*African Blackwood or Plastic • No carving required • Easy to reed*  
*Comfortable to play • Good volume • Bright and stable*

Another development we are doing is to put a light thread in the reed seat of the pipe chanter. We all know of the problems of reeds coming loose in the reed seat, especially in hot dry climates, no matter how tightly they are hemped in. **THE THREAD MEANS THE REED IS LOCKED IN PLACE – IT CAN’T MOVE UNLESS THE PIPER MOVES IT.**

You turn it clockwise to sink the reed or sharpen it, and anti-clockwise to raise it and flatten it. It’s also a much more accurate way of setting the chanter reed.

**PIPE CHANTERS  C1 McCallum (Plastic) • C2 McCallum (Blackwood)**

- **Victorian Engraved Nickel**
  - Available in all Machine Engraved Patterns
- **Engraved Plate Imitation Ivory**
- **Plastic**
- **Imitation Ivory**
- **Engraved Plate Blackwood**
- **Plain Silver**
- **Nickel**
- **Engraved Plate Imitation Horn**
- **Celtic Hand Engraved Silver**
  - Available in all Hand Engraved Patterns
- **Gold**

*A Sound Investment*
AB0

Small wooden projecting mounts, beaded nickel ferrules, nickel ringcaps and nickel slides. Fully combed.

Mouthpiece with wooden bulb and nickel tube

Small wooden projecting mounts with beaded nickel ferrules

Plastic McCallum Pipe Chanter available with a selection of soles

Nickel ringcaps

Closed beaded ferrule

Fully combed with nickel slides

Supplied as standard with beaded nickel ferrules, nickel slides and ringcaps, wood and nickel mouthpiece, synthetic drone reeds and McCallum Plastic Pipe Chanter

AB0

Tenor Drone
**AB1** Full wooden projecting mounts, beaded nickel ferrules, nickel ringcaps, nickel slides. Fully combed.

Supplied as standard with beaded nickel ferrules, nickel slides and ringcaps, wood and nickel mouthpiece, synthetic drone reeds and McCallum Plastic Pipe Chanter

- Full wooden projecting mounts with beaded nickel ferrules
- Plastic McCallum Pipe Chanter available with a selection of soles
- Fully combed with nickel slides
- Closed beaded ferrule
- Nickel ringcaps

A Sound Investment
AB2 Imitation ivory projecting mounts, beaded nickel ferrules, nickel ringcaps, nickel slides and imitation ivory bushes. Fully combed.

AB2/H As above but with imitation Horn mounts

Mouthpiece with imitation ivory bulb and nickel tube

Plastic McCallum Pipe Chanter available with a selection of soles

Supplied as standard with beaded nickel ferrules, nickel slides and ringcaps, imitation ivory bushes, imitation ivory and nickel mouthpiece, synthetic drone reeds and McCallum Plastic Pipe Chanter

Nickel ringcaps

Imitation ivory projecting mounts with beaded nickel ferrules

Closed beaded ferrule

Fully combed with nickel slides

AB2 Tenor Drone
AB3
Imitation ivory projecting mounts, beaded nickel ferrules, imitation ivory ringcaps, nickel slides and imitation ivory bushes. Fully combed.

AB3 available with engraved slides

AB3/H
As above but with imitation Horn mounts

Imitation ivory projecting mounts with imitation ivory bushes

Mouthpiece with imitation ivory bulb and nickel tube

Imitation ivory ringcaps with imitation ivory bushes

Plastic McCallum Pipe Chanter available with a selection of soles

Imitation ivory projecting mounts with imitation ivory ferrules

Supplied as standard with beaded imitation ivory ferrules, nickel slides and imitation ivory ringcaps, imitation ivory bushes, imitation ivory and nickel mouthpiece, synthetic drone reeds and McCallum Plastic Pipe Chanter

Imitation ivory ferrule

Fully combed with nickel slides

AB3
Tenor Drone

A Sound Investment
AB4 Bagpipes
African Blackwood – Fully Combed & Beaded

Imitation ivory projecting mounts, engraved nickel ferrules and slides, engraved nickel ringcaps, imitation ivory bushes, engraved nickel & imitation ivory mouthpiece, and McCallum Plastic Pipe Chanter with imitation ivory sole and matching inlaid engraved plate.

**Complete with synthetic zipper pipe bag, cored bag cover, or silk cords and synthetic drone reeds**

*This set looks like engraved silver & ivory, but at a fraction of the cost.*

When buying this set you can add or deduct items to customise the pipes to your requirements. The options are listed below:

- Less Pipe Chanter  With Velvet Bag Cover
- Less Pipe Bag  With Blackwood Pipe Chanter
- Less Synthetic Drone Reeds
- Less Bag Cover
- Less Pipe Cords

**Hemp Retainers With All Sets**

*AB4/H is another option, replacing the imitation ivory parts with imitation horn. The rest of the details on the pipes would stay the same. This set looks particularly good when the engraved nickel is replaced with engraved gold. This price is the same but the effect with the gold and horn is terrific.*
AB4 Celtic
AB4

Victorian Scroll
AB4
Zoomorphic
AB4 Thistle
All our bagpipes are now fitted with hemp retainers. This used to be a service provided for the top of the range models, but we feel that every player we cater for and every pipe we produce deserves that little something extra.

This attractive and practical feature comes at no extra cost and as can be seen from the illustrations, adds a touch of class to the finished item. Although once humped and assembled this little embellishment is rarely seen, the piece of mind afforded is considerable, and because the hemp remains even across the joint, it also aids in struggle free tuning.
Examples of Plain & Chased Silver

Plain Silver

Chased Zoomorphic

Chased Thistle
AB5 - AB8 Bagpipes
Sterling Silver Mounts – African Blackwood
Fully Combed & Beaded

AB5  Imitation Ivory Projecting Mounts, Plain Silver Ferrules, Slides and Ringcaps, Imitation Ivory Bushes, Imitation Ivory & Plain Silver Mouthpiece
With **McCallum Wooden Chanter**

AB6  Imitation Ivory Projecting Mounts, Chased Silver Ferrules, Slides & Ringcaps, Imitation Ivory Bushes, Imitation Ivory & Chased Silver Mouthpiece
With **McCallum Wooden Chanter**

AB7  Plain Silver Projecting Mounts, Ferrules, Slides & Ringcaps, with Plain Silver Mouthpiece
With **McCallum Wooden Chanter**

AB8  Chased Silver Projecting Mounts, Ferrules, Slides & Ringcaps with Chased Silver Mouthpiece
With **McCallum Wooden Chanter**

The chased silver is available in several different patterns shown on page 14.

**Silver Soles are not supplied as standard with sets AB5–AB8, but can be added (see additions)**

When buying this set you can add or deduct items to customise the pipes to your requirements. The options are listed below:

- Less Pipe Chanter  With Velvet Bag Cover
- Less Pipe Bag  With Plain Silver Sole
- Less Synthetic Drone Reeds  With Engraved Silver Sole
- Less Bag Cover  
- Less Pipe Cords  

A Sound Investment
Examples of Hand Engraved Silver

Hand Engraved
Thistle
AB9 & AB10 Bagpipes

Sterling Silver Mounts - African Blackwood
Fully Combed & Beaded

AB9 & AB10, a new range of hand engraved silver mounted Bagpipes are available in four different patterns, Thistle, Zoomorphic, Victorian scroll and Celtic. All four patterns are a work of art. The detail is of the highest quality but the time and accuracy required on each mount makes the pipes slightly more expensive.

These pipes are a one-off purchase which will be played for the rest of your playing career.

AB9 & AB10 come complete with synthetic zipper bag, corded cover, silk cords and synthetic drone reeds.

AB9  Imitation Ivory Projecting Mounts, Hand engraved Silver Ferrules, Slides, Ringcaps and Bushes, Imitation Ivory & Hand engraved silver Mouthpiece
With McCallum Wooden Chanter

AB10 Hand engraved silver Projecting Mounts, Ferrules, Slides, Ringcaps and Bushes, Full Hand engraved silver Mouthpiece
With McCallum Wooden Chanter

Silver Soles are not supplied as standard with sets AB9 & AB10, but can be added (see additions)

When buying this set you can add or deduct items to customise the pipes to your customer’s requirements. The options are listed below:

Less Pipe Chanter
Less Pipe Bag
Less Synthetic Drone Reeds
Less Bag Cover
Less Pipe Cords

With Velvet Bag Cover
With Silver Shield
With Engraved Silver Sole
Examples of Hand Engraved Silver

Hand Engraved
Zoomorphic
Examples of Hand Engraved Silver

Hand Engraved

*Victorian Scroll*
Examples of Hand Engraved Silver

Hand Engraved *Celtic*
Practice Chanters and mouthpieces

Hand Engraved Silver:
Practice chanter ferrules and mouthpiece band

Hand Engraved Thistle
Hand Engraved Victorian Scroll
Hand Engraved Zoomorphic

Standard Blackwood Practice Chanter with Plastic or Wooden Tops

Long Blackwood Practice Chanter with Plastic or Wooden Tops

All Plastic Practice Chanters

Hand Engraved Mouthpiece Band

A Sound Investment
Plastic Blowpipes - Wide Bore

BP1

As our range of blowpipes now cover all styles and sizes we have re-categorised our codes to assist with ordering. The photos illustrate each group which will now be BP1 for all blowpipes with no mounts or combing, BP2 for all blowpipes with no mounts but full combing and BP3 for all blowpipes with projecting mounts and full combing.

BP2

All our blowpipes can be fitted with any of our mouthpieces from 3” to 6” plastic (MP3) as well as the wood and nickel, imitation ivory and nickel or imitation horn and nickel (MP5), full nickel or gold plated (MP6), imitation ivory bulb and hand engraved silver tube (MP7) or the full silver (MP8) option for the appropriate additional charge.

BP3

Imitation horn projecting mounts are also available on the BP3 model.

1. Short
2. Standard
3. Junior Expandable
4. Standard Expandable
5. Junior Universal
6. Standard Universal
TERMS & CONDITIONS

1. Payment due strictly 30 days from date of invoice. In the event of the buyer not making payment by the due date, the seller will be entitled to suspend further deliveries to the buyer, and/or suspend the credit facilities of the buyer without giving written notice. Payment will be made in full, in the invoiced currency without deduction for bank or other settlement charges.

2. All prices shown are including value added tax, and this will be added to all invoices within the UK and EEC.

3. Carriage, packing and insurance will be charged extra. Where the buyer requests delivery by any other method outwith our normal transportation, goods will be despatched at the buyer’s own risk.

4. The Company reserve the right to alter prices, specifications and availability without prior notice.

5. Goods remain the property of the Company until paid for in full.